High order strong stability preserving (SSP) time discretizations are often needed to ensure the nonlinear noninner-product strong stability properties of spatial discretizations specially designed for the solution of hyperbolic PDEs. Multiderivative time-stepping methods have recently been increasingly used for evolving hyperbolic PDEs, and the strong stability properties of these methods are of new interest. In our prior work we explored time discretizations that preserve the strong stability properties of spatial discretizations coupled with forward Euler and a second derivative formulation. However, many spatial discretizations do not satisfy strong stability properties when coupled with this second derivative formulation, but rather with a more natural Taylor series formulation.
Introduction
The solution to a hyperbolic conservation law
may develop sharp gradients or discontinuities, which results in significant challenges to the numerical simulation of such problems. To ensure that it can handle the presence of a discontinuity, a spatial discretization is carefully designed to satisfy some nonlinear non-inner-product stability properties, such as total variation diminishing, maximum norm preserving, or positivity preserving properties, for example. The development of high order spatial discretizations that can handle discontinuities is a major research area [6, 16, 28, 30, 35, 46, 47, 48, 4, 49, 54] . When the partial differential equation (1) is semi-discretized we obtain the ordinary differential equation (ODE)
(where u is a vector of approximations to U ). This formulation is often referred to as a method of lines (MOL) formulation, and has the advantage of decoupling the spatial and time-discretizations. The spatial discretizations designed to handle discontinuities ensure that when the semi-discretized equation (2) is evolved using a forward Euler method
(where u n is a discrete approximation to U at time t n ) the numerical solution satisfies the desired strong stability property, such as total variation stability or positivity. If the desired nonlinear non-inner-product stability property such as a norm, semi-norm, or convex functional, is represented by · , the spatial discretization satisfies the monotonicity property
under the time-step restriction 0 ≤ ∆t ≤ ∆t F E .
In practice, in place of the first order time discretization (3), we typically require a higher-order time integrator, that preserves the strong stability property
perhaps under a modified time-step restriction. Strong stability preserving (SSP) time-discretizations were developed to address this need. SSP multistep and Runge-Kutta methods satisfy the strong stability property (6) for any function F , any initial condition, and any convex functional · under some time-step restriction, provided only that (4) is satisfied. Recently, there has been interest in exploring the SSP properties of multi-stage multiderivative methods. Multistage multiderivative methods were first considered in [33, 51, 45, 40, 41, 21, 22, 31, 34, 3] , and recently have been explored for use with partial differential equations (PDEs) [39, 50, 29, 36, 9] . These methods have a form similar to Runge-Kutta methods but use an additional derivative U tt ≈Ḟ to allow for higher order. The SSP properties of these methods were discussed in [5, 32] . In [5] , a method was defined as SSP if it satisfies the strong stability property (6) for any function F , any initial condition, and any convex functional · under some time-step restriction, provided that (4) is satisfied for any ∆t ≤ ∆t F E and an additional condition of the form u n + ∆t 2Ḟ (u n ) ≤ u n is satisfied for any ∆t ≤K∆t F E . These conditions allow us to find a wide variety of SSP timediscretizations, but they limit the type of spatial discretization that can be used in this context. In this paper, we present a different approach to the SSP analysis, which is more along the lines of the idea in [32] . For this analysis, we use, as before, the forward Euler base condition (4) , but add to it a Taylor series condition of the form u n + ∆tF (u n ) + 1 2 ∆t 2Ḟ (u n ) ≤ u n that holds for any ∆t ≤ K∆t F E . Compared to those studied in [5] , this pair of base conditions allows for more flexibility in the choice of spatial discretizations (such as the methods that satisfy a Taylor series condition in [10, 37, 7, 39] ), at the cost of more limited variety of time discretizations. The goal of this paper is to study a class of methods that is suitable for use with existing spatial discretizations, and present families of such methods that are optimized for the relationship between the forward-Euler time-step ∆t FE and the Taylor series timestep K∆t F E . In the following subsections we describe SSP multistep and multistage time discreizations and explain multistage two derivative methods. We then motivate the need for methods that preserve the nonlinear stability properties of the forward Euler and Taylor series base conditions. In Section 2 we formulate the SSP optimization problem for finding two-derivative methods which can be written as the convex combination of forward Euler and Taylor series steps with the largest allowable time-step, which we will later use to find optimized methods. In Subsection 2.2 we prove that there are order barriers associated with two derivative methods that preserve the properties of forward Euler and Taylor series steps with a positive time-step. In Section 2.3 we present the SSP coefficients of the optimized methods we obtain. The methods themselves can be downloaded from our github repository [14] . In Section 3 we demonstrate how these methods perform on specially selected test cases, and in Section 4 we present our conclusions.
SSP methods
It is well-known [42, 13] that some multi-step and Runge-Kutta methods can be decomposed into convex combinations of forward Euler steps, so that any convex functional property satisfied by (4) will be preserved by these higher-order time discretizations. If we re-write the s-stage explicit Runge-Kutta method in the form [43] ,
α i,j y (j) + ∆tβ i,j F (y (j) ) , i = 1, ..., s
it is clear that if all the coefficients α i,j and β i,j are non-negative, and provided α i,j is zero only if its corresponding β i,j is zero, then each stage can be written as a convex combination of forward Euler steps of the form (3), and be bounded by:
under the condition βi,j αi,j ∆t ≤ ∆t FE . By the consistency condition
where if any of the βs are equal to zero, the corresponding ratios are considered infinite. If a method can be decomposed into such a convex combination of (3), with a positive value of C > 0 then the method is called strong stability preserving (SSP), and the value C is called the SSP coefficient.
SSP methods guarantee the strong stability properties of any spatial discretization, provided only that these properties are satisfied when using the forward Euler method. The convex combination approach guarantees that the intermediate stages in a Runge-Kutta method satisfy the desired strong stability property as well. The convex combination approach clearly provides a sufficient condition for preservation of strong stability. Moreover, it has also be shown that this condition is necessary [11, 12, 17, 18] .
Second and third order explicit Runge-Kutta methods [43] and later fourth order methods [44, 23] were found that admit such a convex combination decomposition with C > 0. However, it has been proven that explicit Runge-Kutta methods with positive SSP coefficient cannot be more than fourth-order accurate [27, 38] .
The time-step restriction (8) is comprised of two distinct factors: (1) the term ∆t FE that is a property of the spatial discretization, and (2) the SSP coefficient C that is a property of the time-discretization. Research on SSP time-stepping methods for hyperbolic PDEs has primarily focused on finding high-order time discretizations with the largest allowable time-step ∆t ≤ C∆t FE by maximizing the SSP coefficient C of the method.
High order methods can also be obtained by adding more steps (e.g. linear multistep methods) or more derivatives (Taylor series methods). Multistep methods that are SSP have been found [13] , and explicit multistep SSP methods exist of very high order p > 4, but have severely restricted SSP coefficients [13] . These approaches can be combined with Runge-Kutta methods to obtain methods with multiple steps, and stages. Explicit multistep multistage methods that are SSP and have order p > 4 have been developed as well [24, 1] .
Multistage two derivative methods
In this work, we consider explicit multistage two-derivative time integrators as applied to the numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws. Using the ODEs (2) resulting from the spatial discretization of a hyperbolic PDE of the form (1), we define the one-stage, two-derivative building block method
where α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are the coefficients of the method. This method can be at most second order, with coefficients α = 1 and β = 1 2 : the well-known second-order Taylor series method.
Higher order explicit methods can be obtained by and adding more stages:
where y (1) = u n . The coefficients can be put into matrix vector form, where
We also define additional vectors c = Ae andĉ =Âe, where e is a vector of ones. As in our prior work [5] , we focus on using multistage two-derivative methods as time integrators for evolving hyperbolic PDEs in time. For our purposes, the operator F is obtained by a spatial discretization of the term U t = −f (U ) x to obtain the system u t = F (u). Instead of computing the second derivative termḞ directly from the definition of the spatial discretization F , we employ the Cauchy-Kowalevskaya procedure which uses the PDE (1) to replace the time derivatives by the spatial derivatives, and discretize these in space. If the term F (u) is computed using a conservative spatial discretization D x applied to the flux:
then we approximate
where a (potentially different) spatial differentiation operatorD x is used. Although these two approaches are different, the differences between them are of high order in space, so that in practice, as long as the spatial errors are smaller than the temporal errors, we see the correct order of accuracy in time, as shown in [5] .
Motivation for the new base conditions for SSP analysis
In [5] we considered multistage two-derivative methods and developed sufficient conditions for strong stability preservation for these methods. We showed that explicit SSP methods within this class can break this well-known order barrier for explicit Runge-Kutta methods. In that work we considered two derivative methods that preserve the strong stability property satisfied by a function F under a convex functional · , provided that the conditions:
and Second derivative condition:
where K is a scaling factor that compares the stability condition of the second derivative term to that of the forward Euler term. While the forward Euler condition is characteristic of all SSP methods (and has been justified by the observation that it is the circle contractivity condition in [11] ), the second derivative condition was chosen over the Taylor series condition:
Taylor series condition:
because it is more general. If the forward Euler (12) and second derivative (13) conditions are both satisfied, then the Taylor series condition (14) will be satisfied as well. Furthermore, some methods of interest and importance in the literature cannot be written using a Taylor series decomposition, most notably the unique two-stage fourth order method
which appears commonly in the literature on this subject [29, 36, 9] . For these reasons, it made sense to consider the pair of base conditions (12) and (13) first. If a spatial discretization satisfies (12) and (13) it will also satisfy (14) , so that the base conditions considered in [5] allow for the most general time-discretizations. However, as we will see in the example below, there are spatial discretizations for which the second derivative condition (13) is not satisfied but the forward Euler condition (12) and the Taylor series condition (14) are both satisfied. In such cases, the methods derived in [5] may not preserve the strong stability properties of such spatial discretizations. The existence of such spatial discretization is the main motivation for the current work, in which we re-examine the strong stability properties of the MDRK method (9) using the base conditions (12) and (14) . This approach increases our flexibility in the choice of spatial discretization, allowing the formulation of time discretization that are SSP for a wide variety of spatial discretizations with desirable nonlinear non-inner-product stability properties. Of course, this enhanced flexibility in the choice of spatial discretization is expected to result in limitations on the timediscretization (e.g. the two-stage fourth order method method is not SSP in this sense).
To illustrate the need for time-discretizations that preserve the strong stability properties of spatial discretizations that satisfy (12) and (14), but not (13) , consider the one-way wave equation
where F is defined by the first-order upwind method
andḞ is computed by simply applying the differentiation operator twice (note that f (U ) = 1)
We note that when computed this way, the spatial discretization F coupled with forward Euler satisfies the total variation diminishing condition:
while the Taylor series term using F andḞ satisfies the strong stability condition
In other words, these spatial discretizations satisfy the conditions (12) and (14) with K = 1, in the total variation semi-norm. However, (13) is not satisfied. The methods derived in [5] do not guarantee the preservation of the total variation diminishing property of the numerical solution for this spatial discretization, because (18) does not satisfy the second derivative condition (13) in the total variation semi-norm. Our goal in the current work is to develop time discretizations that will preserve the desired strong stability properties (e.g. the total variation diminishing property) when using spatial discretizations such as the upwind approximation (18) that satisfy (12) and (14) but do not require that (13) be satisfied. In this work we develop two-derivative multistage methods of the form (9) that can be written as convex combinations of forward Euler and Taylor series terms, and so preserve the convex functional properties satisfied by these two terms. We can easily see that when spatial discretizations F andḞ that satisfy (12) and (14) are coupled with such a time-stepping method, then the strong stability condition u n+1 ≤ u n will be preserved, perhaps under a different time-step condition
If a method can be decomposed in such a way, with C > 0 we say that it is SSP. It is important to distinguish these methods, which are convex combinations on (12) and (14) from the ones in [5] which are convex combinations on (12) and (13) . When necessary to make this distinction clear, we will refer to the methods in this work as TS methods and the methods in our previous work as MSRK methods.
In the next section, we define an optimization problem that will allow us to find methods of the form (9) that can be decomposed into convex combinations of forward Euler and Taylor series terms, that preserve the strong stability properties (12) and (14) with the largest possible SSP coefficient C.
Optimized methods

Formulating the SSP optimization problem
We consider the system of ODEs
resulting from a semi-discretization of the hyperbolic conservation law (1) such that F satisfies the forward Euler (first derivative) condition (12) Forward Euler condition:
for the desired stability property indicated by the convex functional · . The methods we are interested in also require an appropriate approximation to the second derivative in timeḞ ≈ u tt .
We assume in this work that this second derivative operator satisfies an additional condition of the form (14) Taylor series condition:
in the same convex functional · , where K is a scaling factor that compares the stability condition of the Taylor series term to that of the forward Euler term. We wish to show that given conditions (12) and (14), the multi-derivative method (9) satisfies the desired monotonicity condition under a given time-step. This is easier if we re-write the method (9) in an equivalent matrix-vector form
where
and e is a vector of ones. As in prior SSP work, we require that all the coefficients in S andŜ be non-negative. This allows us to easily establish sufficient conditions for a method of this form to be SSP. Theorem 1. Given spatial discretizations F andḞ that satisfy (12) and (14), a two-derivative multistage method of the form (23) preserves the strong stability property u n+1 ≤ u n under the time-step restriction ∆t ≤ r∆t FE if it satisfies the conditions
for some r > 0. In the above conditions, the inequalities are understood component-wise.
Proof. We begin with the method
and add the terms rSy and 2r(r − r)Ŝy to both sides to obtain
If the elements of P , Q, and Re are all non-negative, and if (R + P + Q) e = e, then these three terms describe a convex combination of terms which are SSP, and the resulting value is SSP as well
under the time-step restrictions ∆t ≤ r∆t FE and ∆t ≤ Kr∆t FE . In such cases, the optimal time-step is given by the minimum of the two. In the cases we encounter here, this minimum occurs when these two values are set equal, so we require r = Kr. Conditions (24a)-(24c) now ensure that P ≥ 0, Q ≥ 0, and Re ≥ 0 component-wise forr = r K , and so the method preserves the strong stability condition u n+1 ≤ u n under the time-step restriction ∆t ≤ r∆t F E .
This theorem gives us the conditions for the method (23) to be SSP for any time-step ∆t ≤ r∆t FE . Following [5, 13, 23, 25] we now formulate a search for optimal SSP two-derivative methods as:
Find the coefficient matrices S andŜ that maximize the value of C = max r such that the relevant order conditions (summarized in Appendix A) and the SSP conditions (24a)-(24b) are all satisfied.
To accomplish this, we develop and use a matlab optimization code [14] (similar to Ketcheson's code [26] ) for finding optimal two-derivative multistage methods that preserve the SSP properties (12) and (14) . The SSP coefficients of the optimized SSP multistage two-derivative methods of order up to p = 6 (for different values of K) are presented in Section 2.3. However, before we present the optimal methods we present the theoretical results on the allowable order of multistage multi-derivative methods that are SSP in the sense of Theorem 1 above.
Order barriers
Explicit SSP Runge-Kutta methods with C > 0 are known to have an order barrier of four, while the implicit methods have a barrier of six [13] . This follows from the fact that the order p of irreducible methods with nonnegative coefficients depends on the stage order q such that
For explicit Runge-Kutta methods the first stage is a forward Euler step, so q = 1 and thus p ≤ 4, whereas for implicit Runge-Kutta methods the first stage is at most of order two, so that q = 2 and thus p ≤ 6. For two-derivative multistage methods, where the SSP condition is defined based on the forward Euler (12) and Taylor series (14) conditions in the section above, we find that similar results hold. A stage order of q = 2 is possible for explicit two-derivative methods (unlike explicit Runge-Kutta methods) because the first stage can be second order, i.e., a Taylor series method. However, since the first stage can be no greater than second order we have a bound on the stage order q ≤ 2, which results in an order barrier of p ≤ 6 for these methods. In the following results we establish these order barriers.
Lemma 1. Given a method of the form (9) which can be decomposed into a convex combination of the base conditions (12) and (14), we observe that if b j = 0 then the correspondingb j = 0.
Proof. In any method (9) that can be decomposed into a convex combination of forward Euler and Taylor series terms, the appearance of a second derivative termḞ can only happen as part of a Taylor series term. This tells us that theḞ must be accompanied by the corresponding F , meaning that whenever we have a nonzeroâ ij orb j term, the corresponding a ij or b j term must be nonzero.
Lemma 2. Any method of the form (9) that can be written as a convex combination of the forward Euler formula (12) and the Taylor series formula (14) can also be written as a convex combination of the forward Euler formula (12) and the second derivative formula (13).
Proof. We can easily see that any Taylor series step can be rewritten as a convex combination of the forward Euler formula (12) and the second derivative formula (13):
for any 0 < α < 1. Clearly then, if a method can be decomposed into a convex combination of (12) and (14), and in turn (14) can be decomposed into a convex combination of (12) and (13), then the method itself can be written as a convex combination of (12) and (13).
Remark 1.
This result is simply a recognition that the methods found in this paper are a subset of the methods in our previous paper [5] . The difference between the methods we found in [5] and the methods in this work is that while the methods in [5] require that the conditions (12) and (13) are satisfied, our new methods will still satisfy the strong stability conditions even if the second derivative condition (13) is not satisfied, as long as (12) and (14) are.
Lemma 3. Any method of the form (9) that can be written as a convex combination of (12) and (13) must satisfy the (componentwise) condition
Proof. This result is due to Higueras [19] , who performed SSP analysis on additive Runge-Kutta methods of the form
for solving the ODE u = F (u) + G(u). Higueras showed that if a method (25) can be decomposed into a convex combination of forward Euler type steps
(for some non-negative r andr) then it must have b +b > 0. In our case, we simply let G = ∆tḞ and the result follows.
Corollary 1. Any method of the form (9) that can be written as a convex combination of (12) and (14) must satisfy the (componentwise) condition b > 0.
Proof. Any method (9) that can be written as a convex combination of (12) and (14) can also be written as a convex combination of (12) and (13), according to Lemma 2. Applying Lemma 3 we obtain the condition b +b > 0, componentwise. Now, Lemma 1 tells us that if any component b j = 0 then its correspondinĝ
Theorem 2. A method of the form (9) with order p ≥ 5 which can be decomposed into a convex combination of the base conditions (12) and (14), must satisfy the stage order q = 2 condition
where the term c 2 is a component-wise squaring.
Proof. A method of order p ≥ 5 must satisfy the 17 order conditions presented in the Appendix A. Three of those necessary conditions are
From this, we find that the following linear combination of these equations gives
(once again, the squaring here is component-wise). Given the strict component-wise positivity of the vector b according to Corollary 1 and the non-negativity of τ 2 2 , this condition becomes τ 2 = 0.
Theorem 3. A method of the form (9) which can be decomposed into a convex combination of the base conditions (12) and (14), cannot have order p = 7.
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. The complete list of additional order conditions for seventh order is lengthy and beyond the scope of this work. However, only three of these conditions are needed for this proof. These are:
Combining these three equations we have:
From this we see that any seventh order method of the form (9) which admits a decomposition of a convex combination of (12) and (14), must satisfy the stage order q = 3 condition
However, as noted above, the first stage of the explicit two-derivative multistage method (9) has the form
which can be at most of second order. This means that the stage order of explicit two-derivative multistage methods can be at most q = 2, and so the τ 3 = 0 condition cannot be satisfied. Thus, the result of the theorem follows.
Optimal methods
We considered three types of methods:
(M1) Methods that have the general form (9) with no simplifications.
(M2) Methods that are constrained to satisfy the stage order two (q = 2) requirement (26):
(M3) Methods that satisfy the stage order two (q = 2) (26) requirement and require onlyḞ (u n ), so they have only one second derivative evaluation. This is equivalent to requiring that all values inÂ and b, except those on the first column of the matrix and the first element of the vector, be zero.
We refer to the methods by type, number of stages, order of accuracy, and value of K. For example, a method of type (M1) with s = 5 and p = 4, optimized for the value of K = 1.5 would be referred to as M1(5,4,1.5) or as SSP TS M1(5,4,1.5). For comparison, we refer to methods from [5] that are SSP in the sense that they preserve the properties of the spatial discretization coupled with (12) and (13) 
Fourth Order Methods
Using the optimization approach described above, we find fourth order methods with s = 3, 4, 5 stages for a range of K = 0.1, ..., 2.0. In Figure 1 we show the SSP coefficients of methods of type (M1) Three Stage Methods: Three stage methods with fourth order accuracy exist, and all these have stage order two (q = 2), so they are all of type (M2). Figure 1 shows the SSP coefficients of these methods in blue. The (M3) methods have an SSP coefficient
For the case where K ≥ 1 we obtain the following optimal (M3) scheme with a SSP coefficient C = 1:
When K ≤ 1 we have to modify the coefficients accordingly to obtain the maximal value of C as defined above. Here we provide the non-zero coefficients for this family of M3(3,4,K) as a function of K:
In Table 1 we compare the SSP coefficient of three stage fourth order methods of type (M2) and (M3) for a selection of values of K. Clearly, the (M3) methods have a much smaller SSP coefficient than the (M2) methods. However, a better measure of efficiency is the effective SSP coefficient computed by normalizing for the number of function evaluations required, which is 2s for the (M2) methods, and s + 1 for the (M3) methods. If we consider the effective SSP coefficient, we find that while the (M2) methods are more efficient for the larger values of K, for smaller values of K the (M3) methods are more efficient.
Four Stage Methods: While four stage fourth order explicit SSP Runge-Kutta methods do not exist, four stage fourth order SSP two-derivative Runge-Kutta methods do. Four stage fourth order methods do not necessarily satisfy the stage order two (q = 2) condition. These methods have a more nuanced behavior: for very small K < 0.2, the optimized SSP methods have stage order q = 1. For 0.2 < K < 1.6 the optimized SSP methods have stage order q = 2. Once K becomes larger again, for K ≥ 1.6, the optimized SSP methods are once again of stage order q = 1. However, the difference in the SSP coefficients is very small (so small it does not show on the graph) so the (M2) methods can be used without significant loss of efficiency. Table 3 : SSP coefficients of five stage fourth order methods.
As seen in Table 2 , the methods with the special structure (M3) have smaller SSP coefficients. But when we look at the effective SSP coefficient we notice that, once again, for smaller K they are more efficient. Table 2 shows that the (M3) methods are more efficient when K ≤ 1.5, and remain competitive for larger values of K.
It is interesting to consider the limiting case, M2(4, 4, ∞), in which the Taylor series formula is unconditionally stable (i.e., K = ∞). This provides us with an upper bound of the SSP coefficient for this class of methods by ignoring any time step constraint coming from condition (14) . A four stage fourth order method that is optimal for K = ∞ is:
This method has SSP coefficient C = 4, with effective SSP coefficient C eff = 1 2 . This method also has stage order q = 2. This method is not intended to be useful in the SSP context but gives us an idea of the limiting behavior: i.e., what the best possible value of C could be if the Taylor series condition had no constraint (K = ∞). We observe in Table 2 that the SSP coefficient of the M2(4,4,K) method is within 10% of this limiting C for values of K = 2. Figure 1 , and the SSP and effective SSP coefficients for all three types of methods are compared in Table 3 . We observe that these methods have higher effective SSP coefficients than the corresponding four stage methods.
Fifth Order Methods
While fifth order explicit SSP Runge-Kutta methods do not exist, the addition of a second derivative which satisfies the Taylor Series condition allows us to find explicit SSP methods of fifth order. For fifth order, we have the result (in Section 2.2 above) that all methods must satisfy the stage order q = 2 condition, so we consider only (M2) and (M3) methods. In Figure 2 we show the SSP coefficients of M2(s,5,K) methods for s = 4, 5, 6.
Four Stage Methods: Four stage fifth order methods exist, and their SSP coefficients are shown in blue in Figure 2 . We were unable to find M3(4,5,K) methods, possibly due to the paucity of available coefficients for this form.
Five Stage Methods:
The SSP coefficient of the five stage M2 methods can be seen in red in Figure  2 . We observe that the SSP coefficient of the M2(5,5,K) methods plateaus with respect to K. As shown in Table 4 , methods with the form (M3) have a significantly smaller SSP coefficient than that of (M2).
However, the effective SSP coefficient is more informative here, and we see that the (M3) methods are more efficient for small values of K ≤ 0.5, but not for larger values.
Six Stage Methods:
The SSP coefficient of the six stage M2 methods can be seen in green in Figure 2 . In Table 4 we compare the SSP coefficients and effective SSP coefficients of (M2) and (M3) methods. As in the case above, the methods with the form (M3) have a significantly smaller SSP coefficient than that of (M2), and the SSP coefficient of the (M3) methods plateaus with respect to K. However, the effective SSP coefficient shows that the (M3) methods are more efficient for small values of K ≤ 0.7, but not for larger values. Table 5 : SSP coefficients and effective SSP coefficients of sixth order SSP TS methods.
Sixth Order Methods
As shown in Section 2.2, the highest order of accuracy this class of methods can obtain is p = 6, and these methods must satisfy (26) . We find sixth order methods with s = 5, 6, 7 stages of type (M2). As to methods with the special structure M3, we are unable to find methods with s ≤ p, but we find M3(7,6,K) methods and M3(8,6,K) methods. In the first six rows of Table 5 we compare the SSP and effective SSP coefficients of the (M2) methods with s = 5, 6, 7 stages. In the last four rows of Table 5 we compare the SSP coefficients and effective SSP coefficients for sixth order methods with s = 7, 8 stages. 
Comparison with existing methods
First, we wish to compare the methods in this work to those in our prior work [5] . If a spatial discretization satisfies the forward Euler condition (12) and the second derivative condition (13) it will also satisfy the Taylor series condition (14) , with
In this case, it is preferable to use the MDRK methods in [5] . However, in the case that the second derivative condition (13) is not satisfied for any value ofK > 0, or if the Taylor series condition is independently satisfied with a larger K than would be established from the two conditions, i.e., K >K K2 + 2 −K , then it may be preferable to use one of the TS methods derived in this work. Next, we wish to compare the methods in this work to those in [32] , which was the first paper to consider an SSP property based on the forward Euler and Taylor series base conditions. The approach used in our work is somewhat similar to that in [32] where the authors consider building time integration schemes which can be composed as convex combinations of forward Euler and Taylor series time steps, where they aim to find methods which are optimized for the largest SSP coefficients. However, there are several differences between our approach and the one of [32] , which results in the fact that in this paper we are able to find more methods, of higher order, and with better SSP coefficients. In addition, in the present work we find and prove an order barrier for SSP methods of the TS type.
The first difference between our approach and the approach in [32] is that we allow computations oḟ F of the intermediate values, rather than onlyḞ (u n ). Another way of saying this is that we consider methods that are not of type M3, while the methods considered in [32] are all of type M3. In some cases, when we restrict our search to M3 methods and K = 1, we find methods with the same SSP coefficient as in [32] . For example, HBT34 matches our M3(3,4,1) method with an SSP coefficient of C = 1, HBT44 matches our M3(4,4,1) method with C = 20 11 , HBT54 matches our M3(5,4,1) method with C = 2.441, and HBT55 matches our M3(5,5,1) method with an SSP coefficient of C = 1.062. While methods of type M3 have their advantages, they are sometimes sub-optimal in terms of efficiency, as we point out in the tables above.
The second difference between the SSP TS methods in this paper and the methods in [32] is that in [32] only one method of order p > 4 is reported, while we have many fifth and sixth order methods of various types and stages, optimized for a variety of K values.
The most fundamental difference between our approach and the approach in [32] is that our methods are optimized for the relationship between the forward Euler restriction and the Taylor series restriction while the time step restriction in the methods of [32] is defined as the most restrictive of the forward Euler and Taylor series time step conditions. Respecting the minimum of the two cases will still satisfy the nonlinear stability property, but this approach does not allow for a balance between the restrictions considered, which can lead to severely more restrictive conditions. In our approach we use the relationship between the two time-step restrictions to select optimal methods. For this reason, the methods we find have larger allowable time-steps in many cases. To understand this a little better consider the case where the forward Euler condition is ∆t F E ≤ ∆x and the Taylor series condition is ∆t T S ≤ 1 2 ∆x. In the approach used in [32] , the base time step restriction is then ∆t max = max{∆t F E , ∆t T S } ≤ 1 2 ∆x. The HBT23 method in [32] is a third order scheme with 2 stages which has a SSP coefficient of C = 1, so the allowable time-step with this scheme will be the same ∆t ≤ C∆t max ≤ 1 2 ∆x. On the other hand, using our optimal M2(2,3,.5) scheme, which has an SSP coefficient C = .75, the allowable time step is ∆t ≤ C∆t F E ≤ 3 4 ∆x, a 50% increase. This is not only true when K < 1: consider the case where ∆t F E ≤ 1 2 ∆x and ∆t T S ≤ ∆x. Once again the HBT23 method in [32] will have a time step restriction of ∆t ≤ C∆t max ≤ 1 2 ∆x, while our M2(2,3,2) method has an SSP coefficient C = 1.88, so that the overall time step restriction would be ∆t ≤
1.88
2 ∆x = .94∆x, which is 88% larger. Even when the two base conditions are the same (i.e., K = 1) and we have ∆t F E ≤ ∆x and ∆t T S ≤ ∆x, the HBT23 method in [32] gives an allowable time-step of C = 1 while our M2(2,3,1) has an SSP coefficient C = 1.5, so that our method allows a time-step that is 50% larger.
2 These simple cases demonstrate that our methods, which are optimized for the value of K, will usually allow a larger SSP coefficient that the methods obtained in [32] .
Numerical Tests
We wish to test our methods on what are now considered standard benchmark tests in the SSP community. In this subsection we preview our results, which we then present in more detail throughout the remainder of the section.
First, in the tests in Examples 1 we focus on how the strong stability properties of these methods are observed in practice, by considering the total variation of the numerical solution. We focus on two scalar PDEs: the linear advection equation and Burgers' equation, using simple first order spatial discretizations which are known to satisfy a total variation diminishing property over time for the forward Euler and Taylor series building blocks. We want to ensure that our numerical approximation to these solutions observe similar properties as long as the predicted SSP time step restriction, ∆t ≤ C∆t F E , is respected. These scalar one-dimensional partial differential equations are chosen for their simplicity so we may understand the behavior of the numerical solution, but the discontinuous initial conditions may lead to instabilities if standard time discretization techniques are employed. Our tests show that the methods we design here preserve these properties as expected by the theory.
In Example 2, we extend the results from Example 1 to the case where we use the higher order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) method, which is not provably TVD but gives results that have very small increases in total variation. We demonstrate that our methods out-perform other methods, such as the MDRK methods in [5] , and that non-SSP methods that are standard in the literature do not preserve the TVD property for any time-step.
In many of these examples we are concerned with the total variation diminishing property. To measure the sharpness of the SSP condition we compute the maximal observed rise in total variation over each step, defined by max
as well as the maximal observed rise in total variation over each stage, defined by
where y (s+1) corresponds to u n+1 . The quantity of interest is the time-step ∆t obs , or the SSP coefficient
at which this rise becomes significant, as defined by a maximal increase of 10 −10 . It is important to notice that the SSP TS methods we designed depend on the value of K in (14) . However, in practice we often do not know the exact value of K. In Example 3 we investigate what happens when we use spatial discretizations with a given value of K with time discretization methods designed for an incorrect value of K. We conclude that although in some cases a smaller step-size is required, for methods of type M3 there is generally no adverse result from selecting the wrong value of K. Remark 2. On the numerical implementation of the second derivative. Multi-derivative methods utilize higher order temporal derivatives to achieve the higher order of accuracy. We compute this higher order information by utilizing the Cauchy-Kowalevskaya procedure as done in [5, 39, 50] , which use the PDE to represent the higher order time derivatives in terms of spatial operators.
In our case the spatial discretization is performed as follows: at each iteration we take the known value u n and compute the flux f (u n ) = u n in the linear case and f (u n ) = 1 2 (u n ) 2 for Burgers' equation. Now to compute the spatial derivative f (u n ) x we use an operator D and compute
In the numerical examples below the differential operator D will represent, depending on the problem, a first order upwind finite difference scheme and the fifth order finite difference WENO method [20] . In our scalar test cases f (u) does not change sign, so we avoid flux splitting. Now we have the approximation to U t at time t n , and wish to compute the approximation to U tt . For the linear advection problem, this is very straightforward as U tt = U xx . To compute this, we take u x as computed before, and differentiate it again. For Burgers' equation, we have U tt = − (U U t ) x . We take the approximation to U t that we obtained above,and we multiply it by u n , then differentiate in space once again. In pseudocode, the calculation takes the form:
Using these, we can now construct our two building blocks
Taylor series u n+1 = u n + ∆tu
In choosing the spatial discretizarions D andD it is important that these building blocks satisfy (12) and (14), respectively, in the desired convex functional · .
In Example 4 we investigate the increased flexibility in the choice of spatial discretization that results from relying on the (12) and (14) base conditions. As we saw in the remark above, the only constraint in the choice of differentiation operators D andD is that the resulting building blocks must satisfy the monotonicity conditions (12) and (14) in the desired convex functional · . As noted above, this constraint is less restrictive than requiring that (12) and (13) are satisfied: any spatial discretizations for which (12) and (13) are satisfied will also satisfy (14) . However, there are some spatial discretizations that satisfy (12) and (14) that do not satisfy (13) . In Example 4 we find that choosing spatial discretizations that satisfy (12) and (14) but not (13) allows for larger time-steps before the rise in total variation. And finally, in Example 5, we demonstrate the positivity preserving behavior of our methods when applied to a nonlinear system of equations.
TVD first order finite difference approximations
In this section we use first order spatial discretizations, that are provably total variation diminishing (TVD), coupled with a variety of time-stepping methods. We look at the maximal rise in total variation. Example 1a: Linear advection. As a first test case, we consider a linear advection problem
on a domain x ∈ [−1, 1], with step-function initial conditions
and periodic boundary conditions. This simple example is chosen as our experience has shown [13] that this problem often demonstrates the sharpness of the SSP time-step. For the spatial discretization we use a first order forward difference for the first and second derivative:
These spatial discretizations satisfy: So that ∆t FE = ∆x and in this case we have K = 1 in (14) . Note that the second derivative discretization used above does not satisfy the Second Derivative condition (13), so that most of the methods we devised in [5] do not guarantee strong stability preservation for this problem. For all of our simulations for this example, we use a fixed grid of M = 601 points, for a grid size ∆x = 1 600 , and a time-step ∆t = λ∆x where we vary λ from λ = 0.05 until beyond the point where the TVD property is violated. We step each method forward by N = 50 time-steps and compare the performance of the various time-stepping methods constructed earlier in this work, for K = 1. We define the observed SSP coefficient C obs as the multiple of ∆t FE for which the maximal rise in total variation exceeds 10 −10 . We verify that the observed values of ∆t FE and K match the predicted values, and test this problem to see how well the observed SSP coefficient C obs matches the predicted SSP coefficient C pred for the fourth, fifth, and sixth order methods. The results are listed in the left-hand columns of Table 6 . Example 1b: Burgers' equation We repeat the example above with all the same parameters but for the problem
on x ∈ (−1, 1). Here we use the spatial derivatives:
The results are quite similar to those of the linear advection equation in Example 1a, as can be seen in the right-hand columns of Table 6 . The results from these two studies show that the SSP TS methods provide a reliable guarantee of the allowable time-step for which the method preserves the strong stability condition in the desired norm. For methods of order p = 4, we observe that the SSP coefficient is sharp: the predicted and observed values of the SSP coefficient are identical for all the fourth order methods tested. For methods of higher order (p = 5, 6) the observed SSP coefficient is often significantly higher than the minimal value guaranteed by the theory.
Example 2: Weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) approximations
In this section we re-consider the nonlinear Burgers' equation (33)
We use the step function initial conditions (32) , and periodic boundaries. We use M = 201 points in the spatial domain, so that ∆x = 1 100 , and we step forward for N = 50 time-steps and measure the maximal rise in total variation for each case.
For the spatial discretization, we use the fifth order finite difference WENO method in space, as this is a high order method that can handle shocks. Recall that the motivation for the development of SSP multi-stage multi-derivative time-stepping is for use in conjunction with high order methods for problems with shocks. Ideally, the specially designed spatial discretizations satisfy (12) and (14) . Although the weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) methods do not have a theoretical guarantee of this type, in practice we observe that these methods do control the rise in total variation, as long as the step-size is below a certain threshold.
Below, we refer to the WENO method on a flux with f (u) ≥ 0 as WENO + and to to the corresponding method on a flux with f (u) ≤ 0 as WENO − . Because f (u) is strictly non-negative in this example, we do not need to use flux splitting, and use D =WENO + . For the second derivative we have the freedom to useD = WENO + orD = WENO − . In this example, we useD = D = WENO + . In Example 4 below we show that this is more efficient.
In Figure 4 on the left, we compare the performance of our SSP TS M3 (7, 5, 1) and SSP TS M2(4,5,1) methods, which both have eight function evaluations per time-step, and our SSP TS M3(5,5,1), which has six function evaluations per time-step, to the SSP MDRK(3,5,2) in [5] and non-SSP RK(6,5) DormandPrince method [8] , which also have six function evaluations per time-step. We note that we use the SSP MDRK(3,5,2) (designed for K = 2) because this method performs best compared to other MDRK methods designed for different values of K. Clearly, the non-SSP method is not safe to use on this example. The M3 methods are most efficient, allowing the largest time-step per function evaluation before the total variation begins to rise.
This conclusion is also the case for the sixth order methods. In Figure 4 on the right, we compare our M3(9,6,1) and M2(5,6,1) methods, which both have ten function evaluations per time-step, and our M3 (7, 6, 1) , which has eight function evaluations per time-step, to the MDRK(4,6,1) and non-SSP RK (8, 6) method given in Verner's paper table [52] , which also have eight function evaluations per time-step. Clearly, the non-SSP method is not safe to use on this example. The M3 methods are most efficient, allowing the largest time-step per function evaluation before the total variation begins to rise.
This example demonstrates the need for SSP methods: classical non-SSP methods do not control the rise in total variation. We also observe that the methods of type M3 are efficient, and may be the preferred choice of methods for use in practice.
Example 3: Testing methods designed with various values of K
In general, the value of K is not exactly known for a given problem, so we cannot choose a method that is optimized for the correct K. We wish to investigate how methods with different values of K perform for a given problem. In this example, we re-consider the linear advection equation (31) U t = U x with step function initial conditions (32) , and periodic boundary conditions on x ∈ (−1, 1). We use the fifth order WENO method with M = 201 points in the spatial domain, so that ∆x = 1 100 , and we step forward for N = 50 time-steps and measure the maximal rise in total variation for each case. Using this example, we investigate how time-stepping methods optimized for different K values perform on the linear advection with finite difference spatial approximation test case above, where it is known that K = 1. We use a variety of fifth and sixth order methods, designed for 0.1 ≤ K ≤ 2 and give the value of λ = ∆t ∆x for which the maximal rise in total variation becomes large, when applied to the linear advection problem.
In Figure 5 (left) we give the observed value (solid lines) of λ for a number of methods, M2(4,5,K), M2(5,5,K), M2(6,5,K), M3(5,5,K), and M3(6,5,K), and the corresponding predicted value (dotted lines) that a method designed for K = 1 should give. In Figure 5 (right) we repeat this study with sixth order methods M2(5,6,K), M2(6,6,K), M3(7,6,K), and M3(8,6,K). We observe that while choosing the correct K value can be beneficial, and is certainly important theoretically, in practice using methods designed for different K values often makes little difference, particularly when the method is optimized for a value close to the correct K value. For the sixth order methods in particular, the observed values of the SSP coefficient are all larger than the predicted SSP coefficient.
Example 4: The benefit of different base conditions
In [5] we use the choice of D = W EN O + followed byD = W EN O − by analogy to the first order finite difference for the linear advection case U t = U x , where we use a differentiation operator D + followed by the downwind differentiation operator D − to produce a centered difference for the second derivative. In fact, this approach makes sense for these cases because it respects the properties of the flux for the second derivative and consequently satisfies the second derivative condition (13) . However, if we simply wish the Taylor series formulation to satisfy a TVD-like condition, so we are free to use the same operator (W EN O + or W EN O − , as appropriate) twice, and indeed this gives a larger allowable ∆t. In Figure 6 we show how using the repeated upwind discretization
(solid lines) which satisfy the Taylor Series Condition (14) but not the second derivative condition (13) to approximate the higher order derivative allows for a larger time-step than the spatial discretizations (dashed lines) used in 9. We see that for the fifth order methods the rise in total variation always occurs for larger λ for the solid lines (
, even for the method designed in [5] to be SSP for the second case but not the first case. For the sixth order methods the results are almost that same, though the MDRK(4,6,1) method that is SSP for base conditions of the type in [5] performs identically in both cases. These results demonstrate the additional flexibility afforded by requiring that the methods only satisfy (12) and (14) but not necessarily 
Example 5: Nonlinear Shallow Water Equations
As a final test case we consider the shallow water equations, where we are concerned with the preservation of positivity in the numerical solution. The shallow water equations [2] are a non-linear system of hyperbolic conservation laws defined by
where h(x, t) denotes the water height at location x and time t, v(x, t) the water velocity, g is the gravitational constant, and U = (h, hv) T is the vector of unknown conserved variables. In our simulations, we set g = 1. To discretize this problem, we use the standard Lax-Friedrich's flux
and define the (conservative) approximation to the first derivative as
We discretize the spatial grid x ∈ (0, 1) with M = 201 points. To approximate the second derivative, we start with element-wise first derivative u j,t := − 
where f (u j±1 ) is the Jacobian of the flux function evaluated at u j±1 . In problems such as the shallow water equations, the non-negativity of the numerical solution is important as a height of h < 0 is not physically meaningful, and the system loses hyperbolicity when the height becomes negative. For a positivity preserving test case, we consider a Riemann problem with no initial velocity, but with a wet and a dry state [2, 53] :
In our numerical simulations, we focus on the impact of the numerical scheme on the positivity preservation of the solver for the the water height h(x, t). This quantity is of interest from a numerical perspective because if the height h(x, t) < 0 for any x or t, the code will crash due to square-root of height. In Table 7 we compare the positivity preservation time-step of a variety of numerical time integrators. We consider the fifth order SSP TS methods M2(4,5,1), M3(5,5,1), and M3 (6, 5, 1) , and compare their performance to the SSP MDRK(3,5,2) method in [5] , and the non-SSP Dormand Prince method. We also consider the sixth order SSP TS methods M2(5,6,1), M3 (7, 6, 1) , and M3(9,6,1), as well as the MDRK(4,6,1) from [5] and the non-SSPRK(8,6) method. Positivity of the water height is measure at each stage for a total of N = 60 time-steps. We report the largest allowable value of λ = α ∆t ∆x (α is the maximal wavespeed for the domain) for which the solution remains positive. In Table 7 we show that all of our SSP TS methods preserve the positivity of the solution for values larger than those guaranteed by the theory λ obs > λ pred , and that even for the SSP MSRK methods there is a large region of values λ obs for which the solution remains positive. However, the non-SSP methods permit no positive time step that retains positivity of the solution, highlighting the importance of SSP methods.
Conclusions
In [5] we introduced a formulation and base conditions to extend the SSP framework to multi-stage multiderivative time-stepping methods. While this choice of base conditions we used in 9 gives us more flexibility in finding SSP time stepping schemes, it limits the flexibility in the choice of the spatial discretization. In the current paper we introduce an alternative SSP formulation based on the conditions (12) and (14) and investigate SSP time integrators that preserve the strong stability properties (12) and (14) . These base conditions are relevant because some commonly used spatial discretizations may not satisfy the second derivative condition (13) which we required in [5] , but do satisfy the Taylor series condition (14) . This approach decreases the flexibility in our choice of time discretization because some time discretizations that can be decomposed into convex combinations of (12) and (13) cannot be decomposed into convex combinations of (12) and (14) . However, it increases the flexibility in our choice of spatial discretizations, as we may now consider spatial methods that satisfy (12) and (14) but not (13) . In the numerical tests we showed that this increased flexibility allowed for more efficient simulations in several cases.
In this paper, we proved that explicit SSP methods which preserve the strong stability properties of (12) and (14), called explicit strong stability preserving Taylor series (SSP TS) methods, have a maximum obtainable order of p = 6. Next we formulated the proper optimization procedure to generate SSP TS methods. Within this new class we were able to organize our schemes into three sub categories that reflect the different simplifications used in the optimization. We obtained methods up to and including order p = 6 thus breaking the SSP order barrier for explicit SSP Runge-Kutta methods. Our numerical tests show that the SSP TS methods perform as expected, preserving the strong stability properties satisfied by the base conditions (12) and (14) under the predicted time-step conditions. Our simulations demonstrate the the sharpness of the SSP condition in some cases, and the need for SSP time-stepping methods in simulations where the spatial discretization is specially designed to satisfy certain nonlinear non-innerproduct stability properties such as total variation diminishing (TVD) and positivity. Furthermore the numerical results indicate that the added freedom in the choice of spatial discretization results in larger allowable time steps. The SSP TS methods described in this work can be downloaded from [14] .
B Coefficients of selected methods
All the time-stepping methods in this work can be downloaded as Matlab files from [14] . In this appendix we present selected methods. 
SSP TS
